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Simulations of reionization predict Star Formation Rate,   
UV Luminosity Function, Escape Fraction of high-z galaxies 

N. Gnedin et al. 2017 

N. Gnedin 2016: 
57 Mpc box 
100 pc resolution 



NGC 602 cluster in SMC 

 

 Young stars inject energy, momentum,  and metals released during 
nuclear burning in stellar cores back to the interstellar medium 
 

 They ionize and push out dense gas around them, and thus regulate 
formation of future stars 
 

 Multiple supernovae from star clusters propagate more efficiently 
than isolated SNe 

These predictions depend on the implementation of     
Star Formation and Stellar Feedback 

 

 Momentum and energy 
feedback depend on Star 
Formation Rate 
 

Star formation and feedback 
are tightly coupled and cannot 
be treated independently  



Star Formation      
in Cosmological 

Simulations 

SF 

In standard implementation of star formation, star particles are 
created instantaneously and affect only the formation of future 

particles (through their effect on the surrounding gas) 

At the spatial resolution of 100 parsec, solving gas dynamics PDE 
require time steps < 104 yr.  Real stars take 105 – 106 yr to form, 
so creating them instantaneously is inconsistent. 

Credit: 
Roland Diehl 



There are many uncertain parameters of modeling 
of star formation and feedback in simulations.      
We need robust observational diagnostics (scaling 
relations) to constrain them. 
 
Two important relations that have been used so far: 
 

Stellar mass – halo mass relation (whole galaxy) 
 

Star formation rate – gas density relation (kpc-scale) 



Even after using these constrains, many 
degeneracies remain: 

 
 these are global galactic properties that can 
be produced by a variety of different small-

scale models 
 

(local star formation efficiency, strength of energy and 
momentum feedback from SNe and massive stars) 

 



Eagle and Illustris simulations reproduce the stellar mass – 
halo mass relation, but predict very different gas content  

Eagle Illustris 
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How to make progress?  
Clustering of star formation in z=0 galaxies 

Fraction of all young stars contained in massive star clusters 
increases with the intensity of star formation, up to 50% 

Adamo et al. 2015 



•  Growth of individual star clusters is resolved in time, with local time step  
∼ 100 years. Thousands of time steps per cluster formation. 

• Mass growth of a given cluster is terminated by its own feedback. 
• Final mass is then obtained self-consistently and represents the actual mass 

of a newly formed star cluster within the GMC. 

Seed 

Grow 

Terminate 

Lcell = 3-6 pc RGMC = 5 pc (not comoving) 

New algorithm for the formation 
of star cluster particles 

local density peak 

feedback of own stars 

Li, OG et al. 2017, 2018 



First test: Initial Mass Function of young clusters 

Cosmological simulation of a Milky Way sized-galaxy        
(Li, OG et al. 2017, 2018): 
• MF is a power law as observed for young star clusters 
• Depends on local star formation efficency 

z ≈ 5 

α
 

slope α ≈ 2 

cutoff mass 



Second test: How efficiently stars form locally, and how much 
feedback they create, determines the duration of star formation 
in molecular clouds (observed as age spread of stars in clusters) 

Li, OG et al. 2017: Growth history  
of individual cluster particles 

Ages distribution 
of stars in ONC 

Hartmann et al. 2012 



Fraction of clustered star formation Star Formation History 

Model passes additional global tests: 

Next step: more robust predictions for the escape fraction of ionizing radiation 



Contribution of first (Pop III) stars to global SFR 

Pop II star formation overtakes Pop III in ∼100 Myr 
even for maximum Pop III masses 100-170   Muratov, OG et al. (2013) 

1-2 pc resolution 



Transition from Pop III to Pop II dominated star formation 

The duration of Pop III era is less 
than 100-200 Myr in a given galaxy 

Muratov, OG et al. (2013) 



Summary 
• Cosmological simulations that predict the star formation rate 
and luminosity function of high-redshift galaxies depend on the 
implementation of star formation and stellar feedback  
 

• Modeling of star clusters allows new tests of stellar feedback 
in cosmological simulations 

 

• Observed mass function of young star clusters can be matched 
with high efficiency of star formation 

 

• Compact star clusters can drive efficient galactic winds that 
open windows for the escape of ionizing radiation to IGM 

 

• Population III stars dominate ionizing radiation for less than 
100 Myr 
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